The objective of this paper is to demonstrate that unique alternative designs can be efficiently found by searching the discarded data (or graveyard) from a multiobjective genetic algorithm (MOGA). Motivation for using graveyard data to generate design alternatives arises from the computational cost associated with real-time design space exploration of multiobjective optimization problems. The effectiveness of this approach is explored by comparing (1) the uniqueness of alternatives found using graveyard data and those generated using an optimization-based search, and (2) how alternative generation near the Pareto frontier is impacted. Two multiobjective case study problems are introduced-a two bar truss and an I-beam design optimization. Results from these studies indicate that using graveyard data allows for the discovery of alternative designs that are at least 70% as unique as alternatives found using an optimization-based alternative identification approach, while saving a significant number of functional evaluations. Additionally, graveyard data are shown to be better suited for alternative generation near the Pareto frontier than standard sampling techniques. Finally, areas of future work are also discussed.
Introduction
Whether exploring a multiobjective performance space or a multidimensional tradespace, a designer must make a final selection from an often large number of alternatives. In multiobjective optimization problems, a designer must navigate the tradeoffs between competing objectives [1] [2] [3] and select the location on the Pareto frontier that best satisfies the preference structure of the designer. Similarly, tradespace analysis involves executing broad trade studies to understand which designs meet minimum requirements while locating those designs that best meet the goal of the project [4] [5] [6] [7] . To aid in this selection process, design approaches have been created that capture the preference structure of the designer using hypothetical alternatives [8, 9] or reduce the problem to a single metric using value or utility functions [10] [11] [12] . However, a different mindset on this selection process suggests a designer "shop" [13] amongst design alternatives to iteratively update their preference structure.
In this "design by shopping" paradigm, designers often use software tools capable of multidimensional visualization to facilitate design steering [6, 14, 15] . These environments allow designers to simulate large numbers of alternatives and actively select interesting regions of the space for further exploration. Further, design steering provides an environment where the designer (or the human) stays "in-the-loop" throughout the selection process. This is especially important at the earliest stages of design, as designers often work with system models that have imprecision or uncertainty [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] . Additionally, many models cannot, or do not, model all factors that may impact performance or a designer's overall preference structure for a design [22, 23] .
The presence of model uncertainties and unmodeled factors, and the desire to keep the designer in-the-loop, emphasizes the need for rapidly generated alternatives when selecting a final design. This has been highlighted in recent efforts involving the tradespace exploration of adaptable and resilient systems [24] and by the MDO community [25] . Uncertainties and requirement changes require alternatives to be "more thoroughly explored and kept open longer than they are today" [26] . This paradigm also provides opportunities to further the field of mass customization, allowing customers to select a region of the space and generate customized products that may also be unique.
Searching for the most unique alternative requires formulating an optimization to search the design space. However, for problems with even modest levels of computational burden, this optimization could require significant computational resources. Moreover, if multiple alternatives are desired, the computational cost increases since each alternative must be found sequentially (i.e., to maximize uniqueness, the second alternative needs to consider the first alternative during the search). Combined, this can make alternative identification a prohibitively expensive undertaking.
This work investigates whether the discarded information from a multiobjective genetic algorithm (MOGA) [27] [28] [29] -the set of dominated points explored in the process of finding the Pareto frontier-can be "re-used" to help a designer efficiently identify alternatives with similar performance but distinct design space locations. By using designs that have been previously evaluated and discarded, the process of identifying alternatives is dramatically simplified to three straightforward operations: (1) filter out any designs that do not possess performance within the indifference threshold; (2) calculate the uniqueness of the remaining designs; and (3) pull out the design with the maximum uniqueness. This process involves no objective function evaluations, and finding multiple alternatives is not burdensome since the operations used above are essentially "free" to modern computers (they can be performed in a matter of seconds).
As further described in Sec. 3, a designer starts by selecting a point of interest (POI) from the Pareto frontier. An assumption of this work is that the problem's design space was sampled to locate the set of nondominated points, and that dominated designs were saved. Next, a performance indifference threshold is defined for each objective, providing freedom in the performance space with which to find unique alternatives. Finally, an alternative is identified that maximizes the difference in design space location (compared to the point of interest) while remaining in the performance space indifference threshold. A diverse set of solutions gives the designer a multitude of options to help mitigate unforeseen issues such as a change in requirements instead of forcing them restart from scratch.
While graveyard data reduce cost by preventing re-evaluation of designs, the quality of alternatives found when using a MOGA must be explored. To understand the impact on solution quality, this work investigates how the uniqueness of alternatives found from graveyard data compare to alternatives found using an optimization approach. As recent research has also highlighted the interest in exploring near-Pareto optimal designs [30] , the density of alternatives near the Pareto frontier from the graveyard data is compared to datasets created from the more conventional sampling methods (Latin Hypercube Sampling and Exhaustive Search).
In Sec. 2, a brief review of relevant literature is provided. Section 3 describes the alternative identification approach in greater detail. Solution quality in terms of uniqueness is explored in Sec. 4, and the density of alternatives near the Pareto frontier is investigated in Sec. 5. Finally, conclusions are provided and future work is identified in Sec. 6.
Background
The significance of having alternative designs present during the design process can be traced to the desire for design freedom [31] . Design freedom has been described as the ability of a system to be "adjusted while still meeting its design requirements" [31] . Two strategies are possible for attaining design freedom: (1) maintain it when possible or (2) create it when needed. Set-based design, for example, is a popular design practice for maintaining design freedom [32] [33] [34] . Here, the fundamental idea is to delay restricting the design space until as late as possible. Recent work by Madhavan et al. [35] has shown that in an industrial setting, set-based design approaches reduce the number of iterations between design teams and provide a library of back-up design options. In a similar light, the skewboid method [36] could encourage more design options to be maintained by relaxing the filtering that occurs during dominance checking. Other approaches include the use of physical programming to differentiate solutions based on their quality [37, 38] , where all designs within the same class are viewed as having an equivalent performance. Other work has explored the use of target sets to decompose the design space and identify optimal solutions [39] . Further opportunities can be found in robust design, where research has characterized the effect of design variable variations on performance [40] while applying regionalized sensitivity analysis [41] and internal-reduction measures [42] .
Rather than attempting to maintain design freedom throughout the process, a slightly different approach is to create design freedom when it is needed. This strategy has been significantly enabled by research in multidimensional visualization and the decision sciences. Work in this area has focused on providing software tools that enable visualization [4, [43] [44] [45] , user-guided filtering mechanisms [6, 46] and space pruning techniques [47, 48] , identification of feature rules that lead to interesting areas of a performance space [49] , design clustering using neural networks [50] , and the creation of metrics to facilitate initial design selection [5, 51] .
Once an initial point has been selected, alternative designs can then be created for the designer to choose from. Research in this area has explored the generation of alternatives using decision trees [52] , grammar rules [53] , and-or graphs [54] , p-graphs [55] , and morphological charts [56] . Alternative generation techniques with a more mathematical foundation have used genetic algorithms [57] [58] [59] [60] , nearest neighbor calculations [61] , and the notion of designer equivalence to identify pockets of unique designs [62] . Previous work by the authors theorized that design freedom could be efficiently created exploring the mapping relationship between the performance and design spaces in multiobjective optimization problems. Initial work on this concept [63] focused on giving designers a set of starting designs rather than an arbitrary performance target. Simov [64] built upon this work and discovered that the larger relative mapping volumes tended to occur in the dominated region of the performance space. The outcome of this study concluded that achieving design freedom at a specific performance level required the selection of a design in the dominated region of the performance space.
Rather than relying on the limited design freedom associated with performance-to-design space mappings, this work builds upon the modeling to generate alternatives (MGA) approach [17] [18] [19] [65] [66] [67] . MGA identifies design alternatives that maximize design space distance from an initial point while satisfying designer-defined performance loss constraints. Developed in the early 1980 s and initially applied to land use planning problems [65] , this approach was originally developed for linear programming problems. Recent efforts by the authors have demonstrated the applicability of the approach to multiobjective nonlinear problems [68] [69] [70] .
Research efforts have explored many variations of the MGA approach [16] , and algorithms based on random design variable selection and maximizing the difference between design variables have demonstrated the greatest effectiveness. Both algorithms operate on the same basic principle, which is maximizing the difference between the variables in two different designs while satisfying original problem constraints and user-defined performance thresholds. They differ in the difference calculation. The first algorithm applies a special type of weighted sum to the variables. Essentially, variables that were randomly selected would receive a weight of "1," while the variables that were not randomly selected would receive a weight of "0" causing them to be ignored during the optimization process. The second variation, hop skip jump (HSJ), does not weigh the variables and considers them all equally during the optimization process. Testing both variations showed that they possessed similar performance [65] .
Kripakaran and Gupta, for example, used the HSJ variation to optimize a Moment-Resisting Steel Frame [66] , where their goal was to identify locations that would minimize the cost of the structure while maintaining the necessary strength to resist wind loading. More recent applications of MGA include the use of genetic algorithms to help solve watershed development problems [67] and an application of MGA to energy modeling [19] . In the watershed development problem, a genetic algorithm was used to start the MGA search process before handing control off to a more efficient algorithm. Meanwhile, the energy modeling work used MGA to explore a conceptual model of the U.S. electric sector.
The goal of this work is to make the MGA process more efficient by reusing data evaluated during the initial MOGA optimization to facilitate real-time alternative generation and design space exploration. This is done by keeping a "graveyard" of previously evaluated designs; a capability enabled by the near limitless memory on modern computer. By comparing each incoming design with the graveyard, the number of redundant objective function evaluations performed during an optimization can be reduced [71] . Rather, the computational cost is associated with mining a database of previously evaluated points. Such computational savings are analogous to metamodeling [72] [73] [74] , where existing data are used to estimate the performance values of new designs. By reducing the need to evaluate the objective function of each new possible design, optimizations using metamodels experience dramatically reduced computational overhead with only minor amounts of inaccuracy [74] .
This graveyard enhanced MGA (GE-MGA) approach, as well as the traditional MGA approach, is presented in greater detail in Sec. 3. These two approaches are then applied in Sec. 4 to explore their effectiveness.
Alternative Identification Approach
As mentioned in Sec. 2, MGA is an approach that identifies alternative designs that maximize design space distance from an initial point while satisfying performance loss constraints. In this research the HSJ variation of MGA is used due to its simpler formulation, as shown in the following equation:
In this formulation, the goal is to maximize the distance (d ab ) from the original design vector (a) to the potential alternative design vector (b). The design variables, a i and b i , should be limited to either quantity or measurement values otherwise the distance calculation will not correspond to design uniqueness. Distance is measured using a one-norm distance calculation; however, two-norm distance could also be used; it is just more sensitive to the scaling applied to the design string.
To ensure the alternatives identified exist within the desired region of the performance space, the performance of an alternative's objective function values (F b j ) must be less than the original design's objective function values (F a j ) plus a small indifference threshold (dF j ), assuming minimization.
Finally, each of the constraint values of the potential alternative (G b k ) must be less than constraint values (C k ) of the original problem, again assuming minimization. Here, n refers to the number of design variables, j refers to the number of objectives present in the problem, and k represents the number of constraints.
The process used to find alternative designs contains four steps, each of which is explained in Sec's 3.1 -3.4:
(1) Select a point of interest (2) Specify indifference threshold(s) (3) Formulate distance measure (4) Find alternative(s)
As previously mentioned, the first step aligns itself with the "design by shopping" paradigm associated with exploring the results of multiobjective optimization problems and multidimensional tradespaces. Steps 2 and 3 are used by the decision maker to specify the set of parameters needed to constrain the generation of alternative designs. Finally, the fourth step uses the formulation in Eq. (1) to identify unique alternative designs that possess similar performance. However, the application of this formulation is the difference between the proposed GE-MGA approach and the traditional MGA approach.
Selecting a Point of Interest.
To investigate the effectiveness of the GE-MGA approach, two multiobjective case study problems are explored in Sec. 4. To enable comparison, both the graveyard enhanced and traditional versions of the MGA process will be applied. For both versions, the first step is to choose a point of interest from the two-objective performance space. In this research, a point of interest is chosen by applying a weighted L1 norm to a normalized, MOGA generated, Pareto frontier. The performance space is normalized according to the extreme points on the Pareto frontier. To explore different regions of the Pareto frontier, three sets of weights-[0.9, 0.1], [0.5, 0.5], and [0.1, 0.9]-are used.
Specification of Indifference Threshold(s).
Step 2 of the approach specifies that an indifference threshold is chosen by the designer. Typical starting values for the indifference threshold start around 10-15% of the point of interest's objective function values [23] . However, when these percentage values are applied to the point of interest's performance value, the resulting performance space indifference threshold is nonuniform across different points of interest. To overcome this, and allow comparison across points of interest, the percentage values are applied to the range of objective values captured by the Pareto frontier instead. In this research, alternatives are found using percentages of 5%, 10%, 20%, and 50%.
Formulation of Distance Measures.
Step 3 of the approach requires that the designer formulate a distance metric. As seen in Eq. (1), one-norm distance is chosen for this research; however, any number of distance metrics could be formulated and used. Previous research by the authors found the one-norm distance metric to be fairly robust for this application [69] . To improve on solution robustness, the design strings are also normalized according to the variable bounds provided in each case study problem, as shown in Eq. (2) . In this equation, the ith design variable (x i ) is normalized by first subtracting the lower bound of the variable (lb i ). Next, that value is divided by the range of the bounds, which is equal to the upper bound (ub i ) minus the lower bound (lb i ). Finally, the resulting normalized variable (x norm i ) will have a value on the range between 0 and 1 inclusive
If multiple alternatives are desired, a slight variation to the distance metric described in Eq. (1) is necessary. This is because the approach must take into consideration alternatives that have already been found; otherwise, the same design would be returned multiple times. To prevent this, one of two approaches can be used. Both start by calculating the distances from the potential alternative to both the point of interest and the already discovered alternative(s). The first approach simply adds up all these distances up and returns the result. Meanwhile, the second approach returns the minimum of these distances. The advantage of the second approach is that it will not return an already found alternative. However, the first approach is useful only if extreme or corner points are desired. In this work, multiple alternative designs are not found since the identification of additional alternatives is dependent on the location of the first alternative. To eliminate any potential side effects of this dependency from the results, only the first alternative is identified.
Identification of Alternatives.
Once the parameters from the first three steps are in place, alternatives can be found. This fourth step is where the GE-MGA approach differs from the traditional MGA approach. In the traditional MGA approach, an optimization algorithm is used to find the alternatives. Since the formulation of the distance measure in Eq. (1) is single objective, a number of optimization algorithms can be used. In this work, the Matlab pattern search function is used [75] due to the ease of implementation, robustness, and repeatability of the result. The pattern search algorithm [76, 77] is a type of direct search algorithm, meaning it does require gradient information to optimize the problem. This does make pattern search a less efficient algorithm; however, this was a tradeoff the authors were willing to make as other more efficient algorithms found alternatives that were less unique. This is further discussed in Sec. 4.
To perform the GE-MGA approach, the MOGA first needs to store the variable values and associated objective function values of all the designs it evaluates. This was implemented in the Matlab MOGA by creating an output function that stored the population and scores from the state variable [78] . Further, since the Matlab MOGA does not provide a convenient way to check the status of constraints, an additional objective was added to each case study that tracked the number of constraint violations. After running the MOGA, a dataset would be saved containing the necessary information for all evaluated designs. Finally, finding the
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(1) Filter out any designs that violated a constraint (2) Filter out any designs that fall outside the indifference threshold (3) Calculate the uniqueness of the remaining designs using the distance metric specified (4) Choose the design with the largest uniqueness value
In the following two Sections 5 & 6, the graveyard enhanced and traditional MGA approaches are compared using two multiobjective case study problems. These case study problems are introduced in the next Sec. 4. Additionally, the uniqueness of alternatives found using graveyard data and those generated using an optimization formulation is investigated. The impact of each approach on alternative generation near the Pareto frontier is explored is Sec. 5.
Case Study Problem Introductions and Exploration of Alternative Uniqueness
This section explores how the uniqueness of alternatives found from a pre-evaluated dataset compare to alternatives found using an optimization approach. To investigate this, two multiobjective case study problems are used to ensure any identified trends are not problem specific. These problems are introduced in Sec. 4.
Introduction of Case Study
Problems. The first case study problem is a two bar truss optimization problem. Problem formulation, which is provided by Azarm [79] , consists of three design variables, two constraints, and two-objective functions. The three design variables are the cross-sectional area of link AC (x 1 ), the cross-sectional area of link BC (x 2 ), and the vertical position of the load (y). A diagram of the two bar truss showing these design variables is shown in Fig. 1 . The first objective (f 1 ) in Eq. (3) is to minimize the amount of material used, while the second objective (f 2 ) in Eq. (4) is to minimize the stress in link AC. Equation (5) shows the stress in link BC being used as the lone constraint (g 1 )
Min:
100; 000 kPa (4)
Where: x 1 > 0 m; x 2 > 0 m; and 1 y 3 m (6)
An I-beam optimization serves as the second case study problem. The formulation of this problem, which is adapted from Hacker [80] , has four design variables and two-objective functions. The four design variables (x 1 to x 4 ) can be seen in the diagram shown in Fig. 2 . The first objective (f 1 ) of this case study is to minimize the cross-sectional area as seen in Eq. (7), while the second objective (f 2 ) is to minimize the vertical deflection of the beam subject to loads P and Q as seen in Eq. (8) . Equation (9) shows the stress in the beam acting as the lone constraint (g 1 )
Min: f 2 ¼ 5000
S:T:g 1 ¼ 180; 000x 1
Where: 10 x 1 80 cm; 10 x 2 50 cm; and 0:9 x 3 ; x 4 5 m (10)
Generation of Alternatives Using
Traditional MGA and GE-MGA. To investigate the issue of alternative uniqueness, alternative designs were found using both the graveyard enhanced and traditional MGA approaches. To ensure repeatability, the following procedure was followed for each case study problem.
(1) Run 100 MOGAs to convergence using the default settings and store the necessary data (2) For each MOGA, filter out designs that are either not feasible or not unique (3) From the filtered dataset find the Pareto frontier (4) From the Pareto frontier find the three points of interest (5) For each point of interest, calculate the four indifference thresholds (6) For each indifference threshold, find a single alternative using both MGA approaches (7) Store the distance to each alternative and the number of functional calls needed by each approach
Once the data were generated, the percent change for each alternative pairing was calculated using Eq. (11) . Percent change allows the results from different problems to be better compared since the distance measures can vary greatly. The hypothesis is that alternatives found by the GE-MGA approach will be fairly close to the alternatives found using the traditional approach (i.e., have low percent change). A graphical representation of the percent change calculation in the design space is shown in Figs. 3(a)  and 3(b) . Figure 3 (a) depicts a scenario where the GE-MGA alternative is less unique than the alternative found using the optimization approach associated with traditional MGA. Here, less unique refers to the fact that the one-norm distance from the POI for the GE-MGA alternative is less than the one-norm distance for the traditional MGA alternative. Conversely, a greater than 0% Transactions of the ASME percent change means that the one-norm distance of the GE-MGA alternative from the POI is greater than the one-norm distance calculated for the traditional MGA alternative.
A histogram count showing the number of alternatives that fell within seven different percent change ranges can be seen in Table 1 for the two bar truss problem and Table 2 for the I-Beam problem.
The values in Tables 1 and 2 indicate that the data are not normally distributed, meaning hypothesis testing, such as a t-test, would be difficult. For both case studies, values less than À50% were found. This is an indication of the indifference threshold filtering out most or all of the potential GE-MGA alternatives. By looking down the (ÀInf,À50) column, it is noticed that the number of occurrences with less than À50% change decreases as the indifference threshold increases. Looking at the row of sums at the bottom of each table, it is noticed that the two bar truss results are heavily skewed to the right with over 43% of the alternatives found by GE-MGA having a distance greater than or equal the traditional MGA alternative. The I-beam results also show a large percentage of GE-MGA designs being more unique; however, its largest sum occurred on the [À20,À10) interval with almost 31% of the data points. For both case studies, over 91% of the data points fell within the [À30,Inf) interval. This indicates that most alternatives found by GE-MGA should have a distance measure that is at least 70% as unique as alternatives found using a traditional MGA approach. Finally, for both problems, a large number of data points (over 28%) exist on the [0,Inf) interval. This indicates that GE-MGA found alternatives that were either as unique as, or more unique, than the alternatives found by the traditional MGA approach.
This outcome indicates that the optimization algorithm associated with the traditional MGA approach often became stuck at a local optimum. As mentioned briefly in Sec. 3, the pattern search algorithm was used since it had the lowest number of data points in the [0,Inf) range out of all the available Matlab optimization algorithms (fminsearch [81] , ga [82] , and fmincon [83] ). This indicates that it was better at converging to the global optimum for the two case study problems. Even with the best performing optimization algorithm used as competition, the GE-MGA approach was able to find alternatives that were more unique. However, to provide a "worst case" scenario, one where all the alternatives found were at least as unique as the GE-MGA approach, a hybrid MGA approach was created, and is discussed in Sec. 4.3.
Generation of Alternatives
Using a Hybrid MGA Approach. The hybrid MGA approach uses pattern search to find the final location of the alternative design after the 5  21  11  9  9  7  9  34  10  5  6  9  10  16  10  44  20  2  0  2  10  25  15  46  50  0  0  0  4  31  22  43   #2  5  10  9  6  12  9  12  42  10  2  2  5  11  14  22  44  20  0  1  2  5  15  36  41  50  0  0  0  1  23  34  42   #3  5  0  0  3  16  30  28  23  10  0  0  0  2  17  34  47  20  0  0  1  17  21  23  38  5 0  0  0  0  1  2  2 1  7 6   Sum  40  29  37  98  210  266  520 Journal of Computing and Information Science in Engineering DECEMBER 2013, Vol. 13 / 041003-5 GE-MGA result is used as a starting point. To maximize comparability with the previous results, the same points of interest from the previous 100 MOGAs were used. After finding the new alternatives, new percent change values were calculated using the hybrid alternative's distance in place of the traditional alternative's distance. Table 3 shows the histogram count for the two bar truss problem and Table 4 shows the histogram count for the I-beam problem. 5  9  5  8  12  8  7  51  10  0  2  6  9  10  10  63  20  0  0  7  21  16  13  43  50  0  0  0  13  64  21  2   #2  5  3  3  3  12  12  8  59  10  0  3  6  26  16  14  35  20  0  0  8  37  26  13  16  50  0  0  1  15  49 5  6  11  23  33  20  7  0  10  0  2  17  39  35  7  0  20  0  0  11  40  40  9  0  50  0  0  1  11  67  21  0   #2  5  3  7  9  30  36  15  0  10  0  1  13  32  44  10  0  20  0  0  8  45  40  7  0  50  0  0  0  21  66  13  0   #3  5  0  3  7  22  45  23  0  10  0  1  3  13  54  29  0  20  0  0  4  12  56  28  0  50  0  0  0  9  55  36  0   Sum  9  25  96  307  558  205  0 By looking at the [0,Inf) columns in both tables, it is immediately noticeable that all the alternatives found using GE-MGA are less unique than the alternatives found using the hybrid MGA approach as expected. However, over 86% of data points are still within the [À30,Inf) range. The data in Table 3 show that the results of two bar truss problem remain skewed to the right with over 35% of the data being in the [À10,0) range. The distribution of the data in the I-beam problem also stayed roughly the same with the [À20,À10) interval remaining the most heavily populated with over 46% of the data.
Overall, the results from both studies (traditional and hybrid) suggest that using the GE-MGA approach should identify alternatives that are at least 70% as unique as alternatives found using an optimization-based MGA approach. However, recall that the motivation for using GE-MGA is to reduce computational cost. To get a better understanding of the cost savings, 95% confidence intervals on the average number of functional calls used by both the traditional and the hybrid MGA approaches are presented. Note that function calls are used instead of computer time as the number of function calls is not affected by the computer used. Naturally, more function calls correspond with more computational time. Table 5 contains the data for the two bar truss problem, while Table 6 contains the data for the I-beam problem.
For the two bar truss problem, the average number of objective function calls used by the traditional MGA approach was 307 6 3 while the average number of functional calls used by the hybrid GE-MGA approach was 269 6 5. The results from 100 independent runs indicate that using the GE-MGA result as the starting point had a statistically significant effect on lowering the number of functional evaluations needed. This finding is repeated in I-beam problem as well. This reduction was roughly a 10% savings in both problems. Nevertheless, the hybrid approach still needed a nontrivial amount of functional calls even with these savings; approximately 270 for the two bar truss problem and approximately 490 for the I-beam problem. The difference in these values could be caused by the different number of design variables.
For the case study problems used, the entire GE-MGA process takes less than a minute once the MOGA finishes. This means that the hybrid MGA approach on the two bar truss problem (the smallest average number of functional calls) would need a functional evaluation time less than 0.25 s to be competitive. However, with even moderately complex systems, a function evaluation can take several minutes, which leads to several hours (possibly even days) of computational savings. This, combined with the results from the previous study, means a designer can now choose to #1  5  0  279  290  239  272  10  0  280  293  216  237  20  0  285  297  207  227  50  0  314  344  206  220   #2  5  0  314  349  383  448  10  0  296  316  229  270  20  0  293  312  233  248  50  0  307  330  235 #1  5  0  515  599  637  769  10  0  490  542  515  579  20  0  595  704  565  609  50  0  469  500  413  452   #2  5  0  677  814  563  630  10  0  660  765  557  597  20  0  535  606  454  519  50  0  401  426  355  382   #3  5  0  531  587  465  514  10  0  430  464  349  378  20  0  426  462  364  394  50  0  354  382  351  372   Overall  0  527  551  481  501 tradeoff alternative uniqueness (less than 30%) for several hours of computational savings. With this in mind, Sec. 5 explores whether the MOGA generated dataset is better suited for alternative generation than a dataset created from a more common sampling technique near the Pareto frontier.
Comparing the Density of Generated Alternatives
The investigation in Sec. 4 revealed that alternative generation using previously discarded (i.e., graveyard) data from a MOGA offers many opportunities for computational saving. Further, this approach occasionally led to the discovery of alternatives with greater uniqueness than alternatives found using a more traditional optimization-based search approach. With these results in mind, this section investigates if the MOGA generated dataset used in Sec. 4.2 is better suited for alternative generation near the Pareto frontier than a dataset generated from a more conventional sampling technique. The hypothesis is that a MOGA generated dataset will maintain a larger set of possible alternatives as the indifference threshold shrinks; and by providing this larger set of options, the MOGA generated dataset should therefore perform better.
To investigate this hypothesis, the density of alternatives created using two conventional sampling techniques will be compared to the density of alternatives created using a MOGA for both case study problems introduced in Sec. 4. The two sampling techniques chosen are Latin Hypercube Sampling [84] and Exhaustive Search [85] . To ensure comparability between datasets, all three sampling techniques are constrained to the same number of unique functional evaluations; 1500 for the two bar truss problem and 2000 for the I-beam problem. These values were chosen based on the average number of unique functional evaluations needed to converge using the default Matlab MOGA settings [78] . To ensure repeatability, 100 independent datasets for each technique were created.
To calculate the alternative density, these datasets were progressively filtered and the number of remaining designs was counted. Since each dataset started with the same number of unique designs, the first filter removed any designs that were infeasible. Next, the datasets were filtered at each of the four indifference threshold percentages, starting at 50% and ending at 5%. For a design to be filtered out by an indifference threshold percentage it needed to have a performance value that was not within the specified indifference threshold of any of the Pareto frontier points.
Examining the results for each sampling technique indicated that the Latin Hypercube and MOGA were found to have data that were nearly normally distributed. Therefore, 95% confidence intervals were computed for both datasets at each filtering stage. Meanwhile, the Exhaustive Search is not stochastic, meaning its alternative density can be represented by a single value at each filtering stage. The number of potential alternatives at each filtering stage can be seen in Table 7 for the two bar truss problem and Table 8 for the I-beam problem.
The results from both Tables 7 and 8 indicate that the MOGA generated designs were denser near the frontier than either the Latin Hypercube or the Exhaustive Search. At 5% and 10% indifference thresholds, the MOGA held a statistically significant lead over the more traditional approaches. Since a large percentage of the unique designs were lost due to infeasibility, this lead would likely stretch to the 20% threshold if the MOGA handled constraints instead of treating them as objectives. Looking at Table 8 , the Latin Hypercube search actually starts with more feasible designs. However, its density falls off faster than the MOGA. Not surprisingly, the Exhaustive Search proved to be quite inefficient as it was unable to identify even a single potential alternative within a 20% indifference threshold for either case study problem. Finally, the number of potential alternatives near the Pareto frontier was generally greater in the two bar truss problem than in the I-beam problem. This is likely a cause of the two bar truss problem having a relatively large amount of design freedom present near a portion of the Pareto frontier.
From these findings, it is apparent that the MOGA generated data set (or graveyard) is better suited for alternative generation near the Pareto frontier than a dataset generated from a common sampling technique. Further, it was shown that the MOGA generated dataset maintained the largest set of possible alternatives at the smallest indifference threshold percentages. In Sec. 6, these results, along with the results from Sec. 4, will be summarized and discussed.
Conclusions and Future Work
This paper proposes that unique design alternatives can be efficiently located by searching the discarded data from a MOGA (the graveyard), thereby reducing the computational bottleneck associated with alternative generation for real-time exploration of Feasible  392  422  426  598  680  Indifference thresholds  50%  79  362  373  501  564  20%  0  278  296  364  407  10%  0  188  209  261  292  5%  0  102  119  169 192 multiobjective problems and multidimensional tradespaces. Two issues explored in this work involve: (1) the uniqueness of alternatives found from a graveyard compared to alternatives found using an optimization approach and (2) if the MOGA-generated graveyard is better suited for alternative generation near the Pareto frontier than a dataset generated from a more conventional sampling technique.
6.1 Discussion of Results. Answering the question of alternative uniqueness was completed in Sec. 4 using the traditional optimization-based MGA approach and the proposed, dataset based, GE-MGA approach. The results demonstrated that the GE-MGA approach identified alternatives that were at least 70% as unique as alternatives found using an optimization-based MGA approach. Additionally, over 28% of the alternatives found using GE-MGA were either as unique, or more unique than, the alternatives found by the traditional MGA approach. This is due to the underlying optimization algorithm within the traditional MGA converging to a local optimum.
A "worst case" scenario was explored by introducing a hybrid MGA approach in Sec. 4.3. The difference between the hybrid MGA and traditional MGA approach was that the hybrid approach used the best alternative identified by the GE-MGA as a starting point. Doing this ensured the optimization algorithm would find an alternative that was at least as unique as the GE-MGA approach. The overall results were largely the same; with the largest difference in the results being that all the alternatives found by GE-MGA were now less than the alternatives found using the hybrid MGA approach.
After confirming that the GE-MGA approach still finds fairly unique alternatives, the computational savings were calculated. Two significant findings came from those results. First, using the GE-MGA result as the starting point had a statistically significant effect on lowering the number of functional evaluations needed; roughly 10% fewer in the 100 independent runs performed. Second, the more efficient hybrid approach still needed a nontrivial amount of functional calls; 269 for the two bar truss problem and 491 for the I-beam problem, on average. For a complex system, a function evaluation can take several minutes (if not hours), meaning to several hours (possibly even days) of computational savings are possible.
To explore the issue of alternative density near the Pareto frontier, MOGA-generated graveyard datasets were compared to datasets created from the more conventional sampling methods (Latin Hypercube Sampling and Exhaustive Search). 95% Confidence intervals were then generated for the two stochastic methods (MOGA and Latin Hypercube). The results indicate that the Exhaustive Search is the worst sampling technique to use, as it evaluated no potential alternatives within 20% of the Pareto frontier. Meanwhile, the MOGA and Latin Hypercube both found potential alternatives at the closet threshold to the Pareto frontier (5%). Comparing the confidence intervals indicated that the MOGA-generated datasets were better suited for alternative generation near the Pareto frontier than the Latin Hypercube datasets as the MOGA had more potential alternatives at both the 5% and 10% thresholds. The MOGA would have likely been superior at the 20% threshold as well; however, the stock Matlab MOGA was inefficient at handling constraints as over half the design evaluated were infeasible.
6.2 Future Work. One area of future work is tuning the MOGA. An initial study by the authors indicates that tuning items such as the selection operator, population size, constraint handling could lead to a 300% increase in the number of potential alternatives found by the MOGA at the smallest indifference threshold of 5%. This kind of improvement would make the alternatives found even more unique; further, reducing the lone advantage, the traditional MGA approach still has. Additionally, it is theorized that a growing population will increase the density of potential alternatives even further.
A second area of future work could improve the uniqueness of the designs by leveraging metamodeling. Recall that using the GE-MGA approach to find a starting point for the hybrid MGA approach yielded greater uniqueness than the GE-MGA approach alone. The downside of using this combination comes from the additional functional calls needed by the hybrid MGA approach. However, if these functional calls could be made on a metamodel the cost would be of little computational impact. Moreover, with the MOGA already generating a dense population of designs near the Pareto frontier, it is hypothesized that an accurate metamodel could be constructed without additional functional calls. This study should be performed on larger more open ended case studies with more than two objectives.
In closing, this research shows that a MOGA-generated dataset can be used to find alternative designs that are at least 70% as unique as alternatives found using an optimization-based MGA approach. By making this tradeoff in uniqueness, a designer is able to save several hundreds of functional calls, which is equivalent to several hours of computation time on a moderately complex model. Lastly, should the alternative(s) found using GE-MGA approach fail to be unique enough for the decision maker, that alternative still serves as a better starting point for the traditional MGA approach; one that leads to 10% fewer functional evaluations as well as increased likelihood of finding the global optimum (i.e., most unique alternative).
